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Missing DR Congo
rapper ‘found’ 

Ayoung rapper in the Democratic Republic of
Congo missing for four days has been found
after apparently being kidnapped by unknown

assailants, a spokesman for the singer said on Sunday.
Bob Elvis Masudi who went missing on his way to his
producer’s home on Wednesday was “found on Sunday,
released by his captors who took all he had on him:
phone, wallet, clothes”, the spokesman Willy Kanyinda
told AFP.

“He is very tired but had not suffered any physical
violence during his detention,” said Kanyinda, adding
that the “identity of his kidnappers was still not known”.
“We are relieved because we had feared the worst,” he
said of the rapper, a known critic of President Joseph
Kabila. Kinshasa police chief Sylvano Kasongo earlier
told AFP he was “surprised by this affair”. “Nobody in
his family... has reported his disappearance to police,”
he had said.

French director Jacques Audiard went
gunning for sexism in the film industry
Sunday after his extraordinary new

Western, “The Sisters Brothers”, received a
standing ovation at the Venice film festival.
The maker of “A Prophet”-whose first
American movie stars Joaquin Phoenix, John
C. Reilly and Jake Gyllenhaal-is the early
favorite to pick up the Golden Lion for best
film. But as he basked in the applause of crit-
ics, Audiard blasted the festival’s organizers
with both barrels for choosing only one film
by a woman to vie for the top prize. “I was
surprised when I read that the line-up was 20
men against one woman,” Audiard told
reporters. “I wrote to the other directors but
there wasn’t much a reaction,” he added.

The acclaimed auteur attacked the
“opaque” way films were picked for big
prizes, adding that “in the 25 years my films
have been competing, I have never seen a
woman at the head of a festival.” His com-
ments come after Venice-now the key
launchpad for the Oscars race-was accused
of “toxic masculinity” for all but cold-shoul-
dering women directors for a second year in
succession.

‘We have to act!’ 
Festival director Alberto Barbera even

threatened to quit rather than give in to quo-
tas before Venice bowed Friday to the 50/50
by 2020 equality goals already signed by
Cannes and other festivals. He had insisted
that films should be chosen on merit and not
on the film-maker’s gender. But Audiard-who
faces stiff competition in a rich and starry
Venice line-up-was having none of it. “Lets
stop thinking about the sex of film, it doesn’t
make sense. 

“We can, however, count equality-it’s very
simple... When we start getting serious we can
avoid aberrations like 20 against one.” When
his words were met with loud applause,
Audiard declared, “No, don’t clap-we have to
act!” Audiard said that he was not attacking
Barbera’s integrity, but “there was a problem
(in the industry). The other problem is that for
25 years we have had the same people at the
top, the same men, who have changed a little
bit, but who are still there.”

‘Men control world’ 
Earlier Oscar-nominated actress Berenice

Bejo of “The Artist” fame said women had to
be strong and learn to say no. “The world is
controlled by men and the (film) industry
too,” she told reporters after her powerful
new female Argentine drama, “The
Quietude”, by “El Clan” director Pablo
Trapero, was also cheered by critics. “The
world is changing (with #MeToo) but we
have not yet won,” said the Paris-based star
of the arthouse hit “The Past”.

“When I feel humiliated (on a film) or not
in the right place I say no. I play women the
way I think they should be played. I’m not
scared to say what I think.  “When you have
strong mother and father who tell you you
can be what you want, you will be strong
enough to say no,” she added.

“The Sister Brothers” star Reilly-who co-
produced the film after getting the rights to
Patrick deWitt’s darkly comic bestseller set
in the lawless Far West of the 1850s-wore a
pin supporting the 50/50 to the premiere. He
compared the period to the “crisis point... we
are in now. The way we arrived to that place
was through brutality and violence and
genocide, and the strongest prevailing over
the weak. “But that is not a sustainable plan
for the future, that is self-destructive,” Reilly
told AFP. 

Strong female stories 
Despite the dearth of female directors,

Venice has hummed with films with female-
led stories and strong female characters. As
well as “The Quietude” and the adaptation of
the first of Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan nov-
els, “My Brilliant Friend”, singer Lady Gaga
has shone in “A Star is Born”, while British
star Maxime Peake is the heart around which
Mike Leigh’s historical epic “Peterloo” hangs.

Alfonso Cuaron’s highly-praised
“Roma” is centered on two resourceful
Mexican maids, and even the blood-
soaked arty horror flick, “Suspiria”, by last
year’s Oscar winner Luca Guadagnino, is
set in a kind of feminist Berlin coven. The
Golden Lion for best film will be awarded
next Saturday at the glittering ceremony
on the Venice Lido. —AFP

The first feature film to touch on the Paris jihadist
attacks premiered Friday at the Venice film festival
just months after another was pulled over protests by

survivors.  “Amanda” tells the story of a young man who is
left to look after his seven-year-old niece after her mother is
killed in an attack on a Paris park. Although the attack itself
is fictional, the film by French director Mikhael Hers draws
on the shock and trauma in the French capital after the
November 13, 2015, massacres in which 130 people died. 

French public television was forced in December to put on
ice a controversial love story starring Sandrine Bonnaire set
on the night of the killings at the Bataclan concert venue.
Although “Ce soir-la” (That Night) had by then finished
shooting, executives promised it would not be shown until all
of the survivors and families of victims were consulted fol-
lowing protests. Claire Peltier, the partner of one the people
murdered at the Eagles of Death Metal concert, had set up a
petition calling for the “scandalous” film to be shelved. She
said it was far too soon for “such a painful” story to be revis-

ited. But the makers of the new film told AFP that “Amanda”
was not directly about the 2015 attacks but rather about the
trauma they created in those left behind. Hers insisted that he
wanted to “bear witness to the Paris of today” and the movie
only “comes partly from the attacks”.  “The attacks had a
powerful impact on people. Unconsciously there’s the fear of
a shooting whenever you hear a loud bang; there’s a hazy
tremor of insecurity when you’re on a cafe terrace or in a
crowded public place,” he added.

Did not talk to survivors 
First reviews of the film were generally positive, with the

Hollywood Reporter calling it a “quietly moving celebration
of human resilience” even if its “tasteful understatement”
was sometimes too low-key for its own good. The produc-
ers admitted that Hers did not “sit down and talk to the sur-
vivors one-on-one but he read all their official testi-
monies”. “He didn’t want to make a direct comparison
between his characters and the experiences of the victims,”

a spokesman told AFP. Hers said the film “fits into a much
bigger picture of a period when people are tormented by
an awareness of our fragility”. Sociologist Gerome Truc,
author of “Shell Shocked: the Social Response to Terrorist
Attacks”, who worked with the film, said it was more a por-
trait of the “Bataclan generation” in post-attacks Paris.

While the aftermath of a fictional attack in Paris is
briefly shown, the film is “about all terrorist attacks and the
ordeal that an attack represents”, he said.  The main focus
of the story is the relationships between the young uncle
and his niece (Vincent Lacoste and Isaure Multrier), and
his wounded musician girlfriend played by Stacey Martin.
“The story of David and Amanda is set in Paris, but it could
be London, Baghdad or Bombay,” Truc said. Netflix
screened a documentary mini-series, “Attack on Paris”, in
May based on testimony from dozens of survivors, and the
bestseller “You Will Not Have My Hate”, a moving rebuke
to the attackers by Antoine Leiris, the husband of one of
the victims, has been adapted for the stage.—AFP

First Paris attacks feature film shown at Venice

Director of Venice’s Western
favorite blasts film sexism

Director Jacques Audiard arrives for the premiere of the
film “The Sisters Brothers” presented in competition dur-
ing the 75th Venice Film Festival at Venice Lido. 

Actress Stefania Rocca and her husband, President of
the Italian Chamber of Fashion, Carlo Capasa arrive for
the premiere of the film ‘The Sisters Brothers’.

Model Annabelle Belmondo
arrives for the premiere of the
film “The Sisters Brothers”.

Singer Elio, from the band “Elio e le Storie Tese”, and mod-
el Bianca Balti arrive for the premiere of the film “The
Sisters Brothers”.

Model Bruna Marquezine arrives for the pre-
miere of the film “The Sisters Brothers”.

—AFP Photos

Model Bianca Balti arrives for the
premiere of the film “The Sisters
Brothers”.

(From right) Director Jacques Audiard, screenwriter Thomas Bidegain, actor John C Reilly, his wife, producer Alison Dickey, composer Alexandre Desplat and his wife, violinist
Dominique Lemonnier arive for the premiere of the film “The Sisters Brothers” presented in competition.

Bono says ‘back to full
voice’, U2 tour will resume

U2 frontman Bono has said he will
be “back to full voice” for the rest
of a European tour after the Irish

rock band was forced to cancel a gig in
Berlin when they were only a few songs
in. Thousands of fans were left disap-
pointed on Saturday night when the
band’s set was abruptly cancelled after
Bono appeared to be unable to sing.
“It’s not right for you. It’s useless,” he
told fans from the stage after pausing to
drink from a thermos before the show
was eventually called off. 

The surprise cancellation left the
remainder of U2’s seven month
“Experience + Innocence” tour in doubt. But in a statement
released through his publicist late Sunday, Bono said he had
recovered his vocal health and that the tour would continue
as planned. “I’ve seen a great doctor and with his care I’ll be
back to full voice for the rest of the tour,” the 58-year-old
singer said.  “So happy and relieved that anything serious has
been ruled out.”

He added that his joy was “tempered by the knowledge
that the Berlin audience were so inconvenienced”. But he said
the band will return to Berlin at the end of their tour to play a
new gig on November 13th for those who missed out on
Saturday. The statement will come as a relief to U2 fans
across Europe with tickets for upcoming shows.  The band’s
next scheduled concert is in Cologne on Tuesday before they
head to France, Portugal, Spain, Denmark, Germany, the
Netherlands, Italy, Britain and Ireland. At the first Berlin show
on Friday, Bono condemned the recent far-right violence in
the eastern German city of Chemnitz. During the concert, the
slogan #wirsindmehr (we are more) used by counterprotest-
ers in Germany against the far-right was also projected on
the stage, to cheers from the crowd. —AFP


